
 The Strongest 

Chapter 81 – Equipment Improvement 

Shi Feng was shocked after reading the System Notification. 

Blackbeard’s Favorability of him rose to 1000 points, reaching the level of Revered. 

System: Congratulations! You are the first player to achieve Revered Favorability with an NPC. 

Rewarding 1 Mysterious-Iron Treasure Chest. 

“Luck really can’t be stopped once it comes. I wonder what items will come out?” Shi Feng impatiently 

opened the refined Mysterious-Iron Treasure Chest. 

Inside the Treasure Chest, there was a piece of equipment and an Ornament. 

[Dark Pursuer’s Cape](Secret-Silver Rank) 

Equipment Requirement: Agility 70 

Defense +20 

Strength +4, Agility +8, Endurance +4 

 

 

 

Movement Speed +2 

Evasion +6 

Additional Ability: Silent Steps: Allows the user to arrive at the target’s back silently. Maximum range of 

40 yards. 

Cooldown: 3 minutes. 

[Interpreter’s Pendant] (Mysterious-Iron Rank) 

Level 7 

Equipment Requirement: Intelligence 30 

Intelligence +6, Endurance +2 

Magic Damage increased by 5%. 

In the current times, these two pieces of equipment could be considered extremely rare. It was 

especially true for the Dark Pursuer’s Cape. The Cape was well suited for Weapons Specialists, and it 

would definitely increase their strength when equipped. Meanwhile, Silent Steps was an ability similar 

to the Instantaneous Movement of Mages and Shadow Steps of Assassins. It was Equipment meant for 

PK[1]. 
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The Interpreter’s Pendant was even more of a top-tier Ornament. Just based on the 5% increase in 

Magic Damage alone, Mages could continue wearing the pendant until Level 20 without falling behind in 

the slightest. 

“Let’s give this Ornament to Blackie.” After some thought, Shi Feng deemed that Blackie was most 

reliable person right now, and he was also a Mage. As for the Cape, he was currently unable to equip it. 

Its requirement of 70 Agility was just too high. At the very least, Shi Feng needed to be Level 10 before 

he could equip it. 

Looking at the equipment, Shi Feng suddenly recalled that he was already Level 5. Just by relying on the 

Abyssal Blade’s Attributes, in addition to adding his 6 Free Attribute Points into Strength, he was now 

able to equip the Silvermoon Set Equipment. 

Just at Level 5, Shi Feng was able to equip the best Set Equipment for Swordsman under Level 10. His 

overall Attributes were literally without rival, and the Quests he would do later on would become much 

easier. 

Hence, Shi Feng added all his Free Attribute Points into Strength and equipped the five Silvermoon Set 

pieces. Also, now that Shi Feng was Level 5, the Swordsman’s Dual-Wielding Talent had activated. Shi 

Feng was now able to wield two One-handed Swords. Shi Feng then took out the Secret-Silver ranked 

Crimson Blade, equipping it on his Sub-arm. 

After completely equipping himself, Shi Feng was shocked when he took a look at his own Attributes. 

There were very, very few players with Attributes like his in all of God’s Domain. 

Not to mention the Set Effects on the Silvermoon Set Equipment… 

Effect 1: Attack Power +15, Defense +30. 

Effect 2: HP increased by 10%, Life Shield (Tier 2): After activating, creates a Life Shield that absorbs 60% 

of the damage received, with 500 maximum damage absorbed. 

Effect 3: Damage received reduced by 10%, Attack Speed increased by 10%. 

Shi Feng’s HP was now close to 1,000 points. With these three Effects, he was even tankier than an MT. 

His damage output had received an even larger improvement. 

Wearing a suit of silvery-white armor, the pitch black Abyssal Blade hanging on one side of his waist 

while the bloody red Crimson Blade hung on the other, Shi Feng was like a hero that traveling around 

the world. 

There was still some time before the meeting with Gentle Snow, so Shi Feng received two Advanced 

Quests from Hammerstone Town. They were all Quests requiring him to kill Level 10 Twin-headed 

Snakes. The Quests required 20 Snake Galls and 30 Venomous Fangs. After completing the Quests, Shi 

Feng would be able to obtain rare Ore and Forging Materials. These materials were all needed to make 

the Mysterious-Iron Equipment and Weapon, and normally, they were extremely hard to find. 

After jogging for over twenty minutes, Shi Feng finally arrived at an oasis in the White Sand Desert. 

There was a group of Twin-headed Snakes circling nearby. 

[Twin-headed Snake](Common Rank) 



Level 10 

HP 950/950 

Although the Twin-headed Snakes had low HP, an average Level 10 player would not be capable of going 

solo against them. Normally, they would need help to take these monsters on. 

Monsters in God’s Domain would have a qualitative change once they reach Level 10. Their attack 

patterns were extremely flexible, and they knew how to defend against attacks. These were traits you 

would not find in Common monsters below Level 10. Without plenty of battle experience, average 

players would find it very hard to block or evade their attacks. Apart from this, their attacks would carry 

an additional Special Skill, and a slight slip in attention would cost players their lives. 

As for the Twin-headed Snake’s attack pattern, it would usually attack with one of its heads, while 

defending with the other. Because of this, a solo player would find it hard to deal damage. In addition to 

the Fatal Fang skill it possessed, as long as it bit a player, they would be poisoned and lose 50 HP every 

second for 15 seconds. If they did not dispel the poison, an average player would practically lose their 

lives to it. 

Shi Feng slowly closed in on the Twin-headed Snakes. 

Before he even reached the 20-yard range, a Twin-headed Snake the height of an adult spat out its 

tongue, rushing towards Shi Feng. 

Since he had been discovered, Shi Feng took the initiative to rush over as well. 

Wind Blade! 

The Abyssal Blade transformed into a black streak of light, piercing towards the vital point of the Twin-

headed Snake. The snake reacted extremely quickly, one of its heads immediately bit down on the 

Abyssal Blade, preventing the Abyssal Blade from moving a single inch. Meanwhile, its other head 

opened its mouth widely, its sharp venomous fangs leaking a bluish-green poison as it bit at Shi Feng. 

Shi Feng’s other hand waved the Crimson Blade, the weapon transforming into a red streak as it slashed 

at the Twin-headed Snake. 

Peng! 

He stuck as the Twin-headed Snake was retreating, and a damage of over 60 points appeared above its 

head. On the other hand, Shi Feng only lost slightly more than 10 HP, and he did not retreat even a 

single step backward. Following which, the Abyssal Blade slashed towards the undefended belly of the 

Twin-headed Snake, immediately causing -96 damage. Incidentally, the Abyssal Blade’s ability, Doom 

Curse, was triggered, greatly reducing the Twin-headed Snake’s Attributes. 

However, Shi Feng was not finished. He continued slashing the Crimson Blade, piercing the Twin-headed 

Snake’s vital points and causing another -112 damage. 

By the time the Twin-headed Snake started reacting, its HP had already been reduced by half. 



When one of the snake-heads bit at Shi Feng, he dodged to a side, and his foot stomped on the ground, 

pushing him forward. His actions caught the other snake-head by surprise, rendering it unable attack or 

defend. 

Double Chop! 

The Abyssal Blade and Crimson Blade pierced deeply into the Twin-headed Snake’s abdomen. Shi Feng 

then abruptly pulled on them, slashing apart the Twin-headed Snake’s body and leaving two long 

gashes. 

Two damages appeared above the Twin-headed Snake’s head, -156 and -132. In addition, the snake also 

received a Bleeding Debuff. 

The Twin-headed Snake still wished to retaliate. However, before it could reach Shi Feng, it bled itself to 

death. 

System: Level 10 Twin-headed Snake killed. Level difference of 5. EXP obtained increased by 500%. 

Obtained 1,000 EXP. 

The Twin-headed Snake contributed a Snake Gall to Shi Feng. 

Shi Feng did not use many skills throughout the entire killing process, mainly only using normal attacks. 

He easily took care of a Level 10 monster. However, Shi Feng was still not satisfied. It was especially true 

for his first piercing attack. The Twin-headed Snake actually blocked the attack. Otherwise, he would 

have been able to kill the Twin-headed Snake with a series of continues strikes. 

Shi Feng then started searching for his next target. 

After an hour, Shi Feng had killed over forty Twin-headed Snakes. His experience rose to 81% of Level 5. 

His leveling speed was like a rocket, and his experience gain was even faster than that of forging 

equipment. 

Shi Feng couldn’t help but have mixed feelings about it. With the entire Silvermoon Set Equipment in 

addition to two top-tier Weapons, killing monsters that were of higher levels became extremely easy. If 

the situation continued as such, Shi Feng would reach Level 6 in less than an hour. 

“I’m still missing 3 Snake Galls and 5 Venomous Fangs. However, all the Twin-headed Snakes in this area 

are already dead. It might take awhile for new monsters to respawn.” Shi Feng observed his 

surroundings. There was actually not a single Twin-headed Snake present. 

Shi Feng had no choice but to run to another spot to grind Twin-headed Snakes. 

However, just after taking a few steps, three Twin-headed Snakes slithered out from the oasis. Amongst 

the three, one of them had larger heads than the other two, and there was also a horn on each of its 

heads. This was a Snake King patrolling its territory. 

“En, a Rare Elite, is it?” Shi Feng licked his lips when he saw the Twin-headed Snake King, his lips 

revealing a faint smile. A Rare Elite was not something that a person could often meet. It would appear 

randomly, and its strength was slightly more than normal Elite monsters. Its drop rate was also 

extremely good. Being able to meet one depended all on luck. 



TL Notes: 

[1]PK: Player Killing. 

Chapter 82 – Killing the Twin-headed Snake King 

The Twin-headed Snake King, along with its two subordinates, slowly slithered towards Shi Feng. 

However, it did not discover Shi Feng’s existence. Its tail calmly swayed, and its head proudly raised as it 

overlooked its own territory. 

Meanwhile, the two normal Twin-headed Snakes were closely following the Snake King. They did not act 

proudly like the Snake King, but more like bodyguards, their chilling gazes sweeping across their 

surroundings. As long as there were any signs of activity, they would immediately become their King’s 

sharp swords, killing all enemies that were harmful to their King. 

From when the Twin-headed Snake King approached his location to when it turned around and left, Shi 

Feng only watched it, silently. However, Shi Feng was in no hurry to make a move. Instead, he stealthily 

followed it, using Observing Eyes on it, and waiting for the best terrain to start his attack. 

[Twin-headed Snake King] (Rare Elite) 

Level 10 

HP 4,000/4,000 

The other two Twin-headed Snake Guards were both Common monsters. They were both Level 10, and 

they both had 1,400 HP. 

Shi Feng was about to face three Level 10 monsters together. Moreover, there was even a Rare Elite 

amongst them. Even though Shi Feng equipped with the full Silvermoon Set Equipment, he still needed 

to plan properly before taking action. After all, the few can’t fight the many. Also, the Snake race had 

extremely quick Movement Speeds and the Snake King even more so. 

Shi Feng followed the Twin-headed Snake King to an area filled with sandstone. There were several 

stones taller than a person here that could be used to obstruct the Twin-headed Snake King’s vision, so 

Shi Feng finally started taking action. 

 

 

 

Shi Feng would be at a big disadvantage if he were to take on all three Twin-headed Snakes at the same 

time. So, he needed to split them up and kill them one at a time, with the Common monsters taking 

priority. 

Shi Feng immediately used Phantom Kill, letting his doppelganger stay behind waiting while he took 

charge. Shi Feng used Wind Blade, his sword stabbing at the nearest Twin-headed Snake Guard. 

With the ambush and the speed increase from Wind Blade, the Twin-headed Snake was not able to 

react to the attack at all. Shi Feng’s two swords immediately stabbed it in the backs, causing damages of 
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-76 and -61. Following which, Shi Feng used Double Chop, causing -103 and -89 damage, and leaving the 

Twin-headed Snake Guard with a Bleeding effect. 

Shi Feng was fully equipped with top-tier equipment and high-leveled Skills. Even if the Twin-headed 

Snake Guard had a high Defense, the damage Shi Feng could cause was extremely high. If it were a Level 

5 average player attacking the Twin-headed Snake Guard, with the level suppression and the monster’s 

high Defense, they would at most cause -3 or -4 damage to it. 

The Twin-headed Snake Guard wailed in pain. It immediately spun its heads around, attacking Shi Feng. 

The other Twin-headed Snake Guard also came over, biting at Shi Feng. Shi Feng now received attacks 

from two sides at the same time. 

Shi Feng slightly smiled at this. He used Thundering Flash, sending three streaks of thunder at one of the 

Twin-headed Snake Guards. However, the Twin-headed Snake Guard reacted extremely quickly; one of 

its heads blocked, while the other bit at Shi Feng. 

The three streaks of thunder were blocked, causing an insignificant amount of damage. 

Just as the Snake’s venomous fangs were about to bite down, Shi Feng used Parry and activated 

Windwalk. After blocking an attack, Shi Feng immediately turned around and ran. 

The Twin-headed Snake Guards would naturally not let go of an enemy who angered them. Slithering at 

high speeds, they chased after Shi Feng. As for the unharmed Twin-headed Snake King, one could see 

boiling rage in its chilling eyes. It, too, slithered and chased after Shi Feng. 

However, just after the Twin-headed Snake King moved several yards, Shi Feng’s doppelganger used 

Windblade and rushed at the Twin-headed Snake King. The doppelganger slashed at the Twin-headed 

Snake King’s neck, causing -24 damage. The Twin-headed Snake King was enraged by this attack. With 

the speed of a thunderbolt, the Twin-headed Snake King bit at the doppelganger. 

As the doppelganger’s goal had been achieved, it, too, activated Windwalk, turning around and leaving. 

Now, the Twin-headed Snake Guards were separated from the Snake King. Although the two Twin-

headed Snake Guards were tough, without the support of their King, they were unable to stand against 

Shi Feng’s fierce attacks. One move after another, Shi Feng’s blades would always strike at the vital 

points of the Twin-headed Snake Guards. After all, the Silvermoon Set Equipment was not just for show. 

Right now, Shi Feng’s Agility exceeded 60 points. Even if the Twin-headed Snake Guards could defend 

against one of Shi Feng’s attacks in time, they would still be struck by his other sword. Every sword that 

landed would take away 60 to 70 HP, while the occasional Critical Hit would cause over -150 damage. 

Shi Feng’s sword strikes were like a fierce gale passing by. The sword strikes constantly landed on the 

two Twin-headed Snake Guards, causing their HP to fall madly. Within a few moments, the two Twin-

headed Snake Guards breathed their last breaths. 

After looting the drops, Shi Feng rushed at the Twin-headed Snake King. 

Currently, the doppelganger’s HP had fallen below 30%. It was exhausting itself trying to pin down the 

Twin-headed Snake King. The Rare Elite’s attacks were extremely quick. It would, from time to time, spit 

out a poisonous fog, enveloping a large area with it. The doppelganger only possessed 50% of the 



original body’s Attributes, so it could only constantly defend and escape. Otherwise, it would have long 

since dropped dead. 

However, now that the original body had arrived, the doppelganger did not need to pin down the Twin-

headed Snake King any longer. 

Shi Feng immediately used Nine Dragons Slash, shooting out nine phantoms of the Abyssal Blade. Shi 

Feng then used Defensive Blade, his attack range greatly increasing. 

He could only attack from afar when facing the Twin-headed Snake King who was capable of spewing 

out poisonous fog. If he were to enter a melee with the Twin-headed Snake King, he would not last 

twenty seconds. Even if he were to activate all of his life-saving skills, he still would not survive. 

The Twin-headed Snake King was very cunning. When facing Shi Feng, one of its heads defended against 

Shi Feng’s attacks while its other head constantly attacked his doppelganger, paying no attention to Shi 

Feng himself. 

After three to four hits, the doppelganger could no longer take it, vanishing. 

Meanwhile, the Twin-headed Snake King’s HP was still over 70%. Its other head now turned to stare at 

Shi Feng. It opened its mouth, spitting out a mouthful of poison. The poison was like an arrow as it shot 

towards Shi Feng. 

Shi Feng’s expression suddenly sank. His body dodged sideways, avoiding the poison. 

When the poisonous fluid struck a sandstone, the fluid immediately passed through, leaving behind a 

large hole. This was the Twin-headed Snake King’s Corroding Acid. If one were to block it, though a 

Secret-Silver Weapon might still be fine, a Common Weapon would immediately melt. As for a Bronze 

Weapon, its Durability would, at least, be reduced by half and taking two hits from the Corroding Acid 

would turn it into scrap. 

In such a way, one man and one snake started maintaining their distance between each other, attacking 

and dodging. Shi Feng madly slashed his swords, streak after streak of sword light filling up the area. 

Meanwhile, the Twin-headed Snake King’s two heads spat out poison without halt, leaving behind 

countless holes. From time to time, it would also fill a large area with a poisonous fog, leaving not even a 

blade of grass alive. 

From time to time, Shi Feng would be poisoned during battle. After over ten minutes of constant battle, 

even though Shi Feng was constantly drinking Basic Regeneration Potions as soon as the Cooldown was 

finished, his remaining HP was only at 8%. Meanwhile, the Twin-headed Snake King still had 14% of its 

HP remaining. 

Seeing as both their HPs were low, the Twin-headed Snake King revealed a sinister look. Its size faintly 

increased by a fold; then, suddenly, it leaped into the air. One of its heads widely opened its mouth, 

revealing its snow-white poisonous fangs, while its other head spewed out poisonous fog. The Twin-

headed Snake King used an attack pattern that contained both attack and defense, and as long as Shi 

Feng closed in on it, he would be trapped in the harmful fog. 

“Going all out now?” Currently, Shi Feng could withstand the poisonous fog for 3 seconds at best or take 

one strike from the Snake King itself. Hence, Shi Feng took out a bottle of Basic Regeneration Potion 



from his bag, gulping it down and recovering 180 HP. In his other hand, Shi Feng took out a Polymorph 

Scroll. 

Just as the Twin-headed Snake King was about to land, it was immediately turned into a sheep. 

Thundering Flash! 

Chop! 

Double Chop! 

Earth Splitter! 

After a series of attacks, the Twin-headed Snake King only had 5% of its HP remaining. However, it had 

transformed back into its original form, while its surroundings were filled with poisonous fog. The Twin-

headed Snake King’s recovery speed increased by a fold while inside the fog, while its enemies would 

madly lose their HP. Shi Feng immediately retreated, using Abyssal Bind on the Twin-headed Snake King. 

Shi Feng then took out the Tier 1 Magic Scroll, Continuous Flame Bombs, and started chanting. 

Five large Fireballs smashed onto the Twin-headed Snake King’s body, taking away the last of its HP. The 

Twin-headed Snake King dropped four items as it died. 

System: Twin-headed Snake King killed. Level difference of 5. EXP obtained increased by 500%. Obtained 

5,000 EXP. 

Shi Feng finally loosened his breath. As expected, a Level 10 Rare Elite was extremely hard to deal with. 

If he did not possess the Silvermoon Set Equipment and the Tier 1 Magic Scroll, he would have been the 

one to die in this battle. Fortunately, Shi Feng killed it. 

Amongst the four items dropped, there was the Level 8 Mysterious-Iron Staff, Song of Life, meant for 

Clerics. Its overall Attributes were quite good, and it also increased the levels of Recovery Skills by +1. It 

was absolutely a top-tier Staff. The next item was a Level 10 Bronze Cross Shield with average 

Attributes. However, Shields were considered rare items, so it was already pretty good that one 

dropped. The final two items were the Snake King’s Gall and the Snake King’s Skin. Both were rare 

materials in making Poison and Leather Armor. 

The Quest Items had already been collected, so after some rest, Shi Feng returned to turn in the Quests. 

He obtained the rare forging materials, and his experience increased to 91% of Level 5, just a little more 

before reaching Level 6. 

Looking at the time, it was not long before the arranged meeting time. So, Shi Feng started heading 

towards the Level 8 area, Physis Canyon. 

 


